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ABSTRACT

Side channel attacks (SCA) are known to be efficient techniques to retrieve secret data. In this context, this paper concerns the evaluation of the robustness of secure triple track logic (STTL) against power and electromagnetic analyses on FPGA devices. More precisely, it aims at demonstrating that the basic concepts behind STTL are valid in general and particularly for FPGAs. Also, the paper shows that this new logic may provide interesting design guidelines to get circuits that are resistant to differential power analysis (DPA) attacks which and also more robust against differential electromagnetic attacks (DEMA).

Index Terms: Side Channel Attacks, logic style, DES, FPGA.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last century, modern cryptology has mainly focused on defining cryptosystems resistant against logical attacks. But lately, with the increasing use of secure embedded systems, researchers focused on the correlation between data processed by cryptographic devices and their physical leakages. As a result, new, efficient side-channel attacks exploiting these physical leakages have appeared such as Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [1] and Differential Electromagnetic Analysis (DEMA) [2].

Several countermeasures against power analysis have been proposed in former works [3-5, 6-8]. Most of these aim at hiding or masking the correlation between processed data and physical leakages, by adding, for example, random power consumption.

In this context, self-timed circuits seem an interesting alternative, since it is more difficult to correlate the leaking syndromes to the data flowing in a secure design in the absence of a global synchronization signal [5, 9].

Among all available asynchronous circuit families, QDI (Quasi-Delay Insensitive) circuits offer another main advantage, namely the return to zero dual rail encoding used to encode logic values [10, 11].

The protocol of this logic consists of two phases: precharge and evaluation. The precharge phase allows starting a computation from a known electrical state, for example 00. The evaluation phase consists in a transition of exactly one wire such as from encoding 00 to encoding 10 or from 00 to 01. The differential power signature of QDI circuits may therefore be strongly reduced, provided the use of perfectly balanced cells.

Several implementations of robust dual rail cells are available in the literature [6-8, 11-13]. Most of these have been proposed to design robust ASIC, and a few works were dedicated to mapping of secure dual rail logic on FPGA [14].

Among all these works, an investigation of the effective robustness against DPA of dual rail logic has been introduced in [15, 16, 17-23]. Tiri and Verbaus whede [15] proposed a new design flow to implement circuits resistant against DPA. Kulikowski et al. [16] presented a general method and case studies to support their proposal of a directional discharge protocol, which ensures that dual rail circuits are always fully discharged and charged in each cycle. Tiri et al. [17] were the first to propose the use of dual rail logic with precharge (DPL). They also proposed [19] the wave dynamic differential logic style (WDDL) that uses a
Spacer Dual-Rail Delay Insensitive Logic (D3L) that from single-ended gates, which reduces the design complexity. Di and Yang [21] presented the Dual Spacer Dual-Rail Delay Insensitive Logic (D3L) that uses a dynamic random selection scheme to obtain a uniform power consumption and data independent timing performance. Bucci et al. [18] show that the balance of DPL gates can be improved by adding a third phase called systematic discharge, executed after the evaluation phase. Rammohan et al. [23] proposed a Reduced Complementary Dynamic and Differential Logic (RCDDL) that ensures a reduced number of gates in the uncomplimentary logic improves security and reduces power consumption and area. Regazzoni et al. [20] have started to explore the resistance of MOS Current Mode Logic (MCML) against DPA. Guilley et al. [22] conducted studies about imbalanced layout of DPLs on FPGAs. These Authors showed the impacts on the security of DPLs caused by different place and route constraints techniques using Xilinx and Altera tools.

The evolution of proposals for increasing resistance to SCA described in the last paragraph demonstrated that the load imbalance introduced during place and route steps significantly reduce the robustness against DPA of dual rail logic. Razafindraibe et al. [6] identified the potential mismatches of data propagation delays through different data paths as the main remaining weakness of dual rail logic against DPA. As a result, these Authors suggested the use of an additional third wire, transforming dual rail circuits in triple rail circuits, to which [6] refers as triple track logic. The effect of this third wire is simultaneously obtaining quasi-data independent power consumption and computation time, enabling the building of more secure circuits. The acronym suggested in [6] and adopted here includes this notion of secure circuits, i.e. secure triple track logic or STTL.

A previous publication by the Authors [24] addressed the problem of resistance of STTL to DPA attacks in FPGAs comparing single rail and STTL cryptographic modules. Another recent publication [25] introduced an amelioration of the techniques to implement STTL gates to reduce area and improve robustness. That paper also compared STTL to single rail and dual rail implementations. The scope of the current paper is to capitalize on the results reported on the two previous papers and additionally investigate the efficiency of STTL against DPA and DEMA. This paper also offers more details about the efficient implementation of STTL gates in FPGAs. Experiments described here were achieved by implementing a sensitive block of the DES algorithm on FPGA using both dual rail and triple rail data encoding (with STTL). Next, the robustness against power and electromagnetic analyses of the prototypes were computed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents STTL basic concepts. Section 3 introduces the FPGA hard macros developed to efficiently map asynchronous triple track logic on programmable devices. Section 4 introduces the power and electromagnetic analysis platform used to evaluate the robustness of triple track logic against DPA and DEMA. Experimental results are given in Section 5, and a set of conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. STTL BASIC CONCEPTS

Dual rail logic and STTL are examples of asynchronous design styles. The well-known synchronous hypothesis is not valid for these styles. They imply several new design constraints and assumptions, including data encoding (e.g. bundle data, dual-rail, triple-rail, 1-of-n, etc.), environment assumptions (fundamental mode, IO mode, etc.), timing models, handshake protocols, basic logic components, etc. The discussion of these topics is outside the scope of this work. However, to help understanding the STTL concepts at least the basic logic elements of this design style need to be introduced. STTL as used in this paper needs only access to well-known basic logic gates (And, Or, Xor, etc.) and the Muller C-element (or just C-element), a component well-known in the asynchronous design community but which may be unfamiliar to most synchronous designers. A C-element can be regarded as a component able to synchronize events. C-elements are asynchronous sequential components implementable with basic logic gates and feedback wires. A basic 2-input C-element behavior appears in Table I. Simply stated, a transition can only be observed at the output of the C-element if one transition occurs at each of its input.

C-elements exist in several flavors besides the simple implementation just discussed. Each of these are useful to support specific asynchronous behavior: three-input C-elements, asymmetric C-elements, generalized C-elements, etc. The discussion of these specific devices is outside the scope of this work, and can be found in asynchronous textbooks like [26].

Given the behavior of the C-element and the fact that STTL employs triple rail encoding, it is possible then to describe the basic gates of this logic. First, note that dual rail logic encodes one bit of information using two wires. STTL adds a third wire for representing this one bit in the same way plus signaling the validity of this code. Figure 1 displays gate level representations of an AND gate with two inputs (And2) in both dual rail logic (1(a) and 1(b)) and STTL (1(c) and 1(d)). In this Figure, implementations (b), (c) and (d) are power balanced. However, the third rail in (c) and (d) must fulfill a timing con-
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The validity output pin ZV of triple track gates is controlled by buffers, three in the case of Figure 1(d). These buffers ensure that the propagation delay Qv from the validity inputs (av, bv) to the output ZV remains greater than the delays Qd from (a1, a0, b1, b0) inputs to the data outputs (Z0, Z1). Note that the number of buffers must be defined by designers, to guarantee that the required timing characteristic is satisfied even in presence of output load mismatches introduced by the place and route step as described in [6, 16]. With such design guidelines of triple track gates, one may warrant with a high level of confidence, that the time at which a triple track gate fires is independent of the specific data processed by its containing block.

Figure 2 illustrates this key characteristic of secure triple track logic. After the firings of av, bv, cv and dv (assumed to occur at the same time without loss of generality), e0, e1, f0, f1 fire first. Then, the firing of ev and fv occur, which in turn triggers g0 or g1, followed by gv, since validity rails have a greater propagation delay. Thus the firing of triple track gates is triggered by the validity rails characterized by a switching speed lower than that of data rails. In other words, the validity rail array (arrows in Figure 2) operates as a backbone of the logical block, sequencing the events independently of the data processing (dotted arrows in Figure 2).

3. IMPLEMENTATION ON FPGA

The first step to map STTL to FPGAs is to design specific hard macros implementing basic triple track gates such as the triple track And2 gate represented in Figure 1.

FPGA hard macros are hardware functions created from basic FPGA components (e.g. LUTs, wires and flip-flops) from a specific device of some FPGA family. In Xilinx FPGAs, these macros can be generated from scratch through the graphic layout editor of the FPGA editor environment. Hard macros have previously been applied in other applications such as test for circuits [27] and reconfigurable systems [28].

Hard macros can be placed in one of several possible positions of an FPGA chip automatically by synthesis tools, or manually placed by the designer either using tools like the FPGA Editor, the Floor-planner or even a constraint text file. Once designed,
Secure Triple Track Logic Robustness Against Differential Power and Electromagnetic Analyses
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hard macros can be instantiated in HDL source code as any other design component. The manual hard macro design process allows that specific wire delays be verified and/or changed, although this is done indirectly. In general, the instantiation of hard macros guarantees that all instances of a module present identical and predictable delay characteristics. This allows implementing asynchronous circuits on FPGA as demonstrated for example by Pontes et al. in [29]. A possible solution to realize an And2 gate on FPGA is to integrate it in a hard macro with the functionality shown in either Figure 1(c) or Figure 1(d).

Figure 3 shows an example of hard macro that implements the And2 gate represented in (Figure 1 (d)).

As Figure 1(c) and 1(d) show, the logic delivering the secure triple track And2 validity signal ZV is implemented by an independent logic, characterized by a propagation delay greater than the rest of the gate. To realize it on an FPGA, we also implemented an independent logic. More precisely, the propagation of the validity signal is slowed down by forcing it to pass through three cascaded LUTs (in the case of Figure 1(d)). This allows implementing a quasi independent timing logic for the validity signal, having a constant and greater propagation delay than propagation delays of the true and false data paths, respectively.

Following these design guidelines, the mapping of a secure triple track And2 can be realized with 11 LUTs (6 slices) using the implementation of Figure 1(c), or realized with only 6 LUTs using the implementation of Figure 1(d). The scheme of Figure 1(d) can be used to implement any STTL logic gate except for the Xor2 STTL gate, which does not allow this kind of improvement and is implemented using the scheme of Figure 1(c).

4. EXPERIMENTATION

In order to evaluate the robustness of STTL against DPA, a sensitive sub-module of a cryptographic algorithm has been implemented. The Data Encryption Standard (DES) was chosen because it is a well-known symmetric cryptosystem, and most studies on side-channel attacks refer to it. Only a sub-module of the DES Cipher Function has been implemented for this study.

A. DES sub-module characteristics

A sketch of the architecture for the implemented sub-module appears in Figure 4. This sub-module takes the first 6-bit block from the 48 output bits of the DES expansion function, and the corresponding part of the first round Key. Then, blocks are bit-by-bit added modulo 2 (Xor function), and the resulting 6-bit block is submitted to the Sbox1 module, which yields a 4-bit block as output. This is sufficient to apply DPA attacks. The algorithm was implemented in five versions: single rail (SR), two dual rail versions (according to Figure 1(a), (b)), and two STTL versions (according to Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d)). The single rail and basic dual rail (Figure 1(a)) versions validate the power and electromagnetic analysis flow. They also allow obtaining reliable references while evaluating the robustness against power and electromagnetic analyses of STTL.

Table II gives the area required to implement SR, dual rail and STTL sub-modules on FPGA. It also gives results of timing analysis, considering all possible

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SR logic</th>
<th>Dual rail Fig.1(a)</th>
<th>Dual rail Fig.1(b)</th>
<th>Triple track Fig.1(c)</th>
<th>Triple track Fig.1(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min (ns)</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max (ns)</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg (ns)</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff (ns)</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (slices)</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupied die area</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
input transitions and all possible values of the sub-key. The results demonstrate that the computation time of both STTL sub-modules are, as expected, rigorously constant. Note however, that the computation time is roughly 3.8 to 5 times greater than the one obtained for the SR mapping. This is the price to pay on FPGA for a quasi independent computation time. The independent validation logic implemented on FPGA explains this result. Note also that using generalized C-elements, the area required to map dual rail and triple track is nearly the same.

B. Measurement setup

To validate the secure triple track concepts, i.e., to evaluate the robustness against power and electromagnetic analyses of our prototypes, we used the measurement setup illustrated in Figure 5 which is composed by 6 elements:

1. A Xilinx Spartan3 board. The core voltage regulator has been disconnected to supply the core with a less noisy battery;
2. A current probe with a bandwidth of 1GHz, to measure the instantaneous FPGA core switching current;
3. An 4GS/s oscilloscope, to sample the switching current;
4. A PC to control the whole measurement setup, i.e., to provide data to the sub-module through an on chip RS232 module and store the measured power traces;
5. A hand-made 1mm passive magnetic probe;
6. A low noise 63db amplifier.

C. Performed power and electromagnetic analyses

In order to perform DPA and DEMA, we first collected power curves on the single rail, dual rail and secure triple track mappings. More precisely, we collected one power curve for all possible data transitions at the input of the sub-module. To reduce the noise and increase the Signal to Noise Ratio, each transition was applied 50 times to obtain, for each ciphering, an averaged power trace. Once finished the data collection step, we ran several power and electromagnetic (EM) analyses based on two different power consumption and EM models: the Hamming-Weight (HW) and the Hamming-Distance (HD) models. Figure 6 illustrates the employed power and electromagnetic analysis flow.

We first performed some differential power and EM analyses considering different selection functions. For these attacks, we used the selection function introduced by Kocher [1]. More precisely, we performed four different analyses targeting each one output bit of the Sbox1.

We then performed multi-bit differential analyses; i.e., we sorted the power traces according to the value of 2 output bits rather than 1. All power traces forcing respectively those two bits to the value ‘11’ and ‘00’ were gathered in the sets of power traces V1 and V0; all others power traces were discarded.

We then used two variants of the Kocher selection function. These variants consist in considering respectively the HW or the HD model on the four output bits of the Sbox1. Specifically, we defined two sets of power traces according to the value of the HW or HD rather than to the value of one output bit.

Finally, we performed Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) [30] and Electromagnetic Analysis (CEMA) based on HW and on HD, respectively. These analyses were performed in the time domain, i.e., one correlation value was computed for each sample of the power traces, between the instantaneous values of the current and either the HD or HW.

As illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, in our case all the above power and EM analyses provided 64 evolutions of a quantity versus time. These evolutions were one for each possible guess, and comprise a difference
of either a current value, a magnetic field value or a correlation measure. Usually, the secret key corresponds (theoretically) to the guess resulting in the curve with the greatest amplitude. Even if theoretically the guess corresponding to the secret key is characterized by the highest amplitude, a margin should be considered in practice to warrant a high level of confidence when concluding about the successfulness of a power or EM analysis. Note that we defined this margin as the minimal relative difference between the amplitude of the differential trace obtained for the correct key, and the amplitude obtained for wrong guesses. We considered that an analysis was successful if the resulting margin was greater than 10%.

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Power consumption traces

As a first evaluation of the robustness of triple track logic against simple and differential power analyses, we measured the standard deviation of the consumed current during the whole computation of the Sbox1 implemented in traditional single rail logic, dual rail logic (Fig. 1(b)) and STTL (Fig. 1(d)). Figure 9 gives the obtained results. On this Figure, one may observe that the standard deviation of both balanced dual rail logic and triple track logic is roughly 3 times lower than that of single rail logic validating the effectiveness of both dual rail and triple track logic from a current amplitude point of view.

B. First experiment

All the DPA and DEMA described in the preceding section were first applied on the single rail DES sub-module, to validate our power and EM analysis flow. The analyses were done using an input sequence of 4033 different vectors. This sequence was defined in order to obtain the average power and EM traces for all possible 6-bit input transitions. For each considered sub-key value, most differential power and EM analyses were successful. Note however that the margin obtained for power analyses varies between 10% and 30%, while for EM analyses it varies between 16% and 52%. Moreover, during the analyses, we observed that the HD model gives, as expected, higher margins than the HW model.

As an illustration, Figure 7 gives the differential power analysis traces obtained for the sub-key 10, while Figure 8 represents the evolution of the correla-
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an experimental evaluation of STTL robustness against DPA and DEMA has been introduced. This evaluation has been done on FPGAs using hard macros and standard place and route algorithms, which is an original approach in both FPGA applications as well as on cryptographic countermeasures. The results obtained demonstrate: (a) that STTL is definitively more robust against DPA/CPA than single rail logic and slightly more robust than dual rail logic; (b) that the mapping on FPGA of dual rail and STTL occupies the same die area; (c) that STTL, while more resistant than single rail and dual rail logic is not fully robust against DEMA/CEMA.

The later results suggest that further effort must be done to spatially balance, in amplitude and time, the switching current flows within the die. However, one may wonder if such a task can be successfully achieved.

C. Second experiment

In a second experiment, we applied all power analyses described in Section 4 on the dual rail and triple track DES sub-modules. This experiment demonstrates the robustness of STTL against DPA/CPA. Indeed, 17 different power analyses were performed for all possible values of the sub-key. Table III reports the percentage of right guesses, i.e. the percentage of sub-keys disclosed after performing all 17 power analyses on each curve set. From the results, STTL appears to be more robust against DPA/CPA than basic dual rail logic and single rail logic. Note, that several secure dual rail logic styles have been introduced in the literature [4, 6-8, 15, 16]. In practice, it is unfeasible to evaluate all of them, since 12 minutes are necessary to collect the power curves for one sub-key value, and 15 minutes are necessary to perform the 17 power analyses. Thus, we evaluate the dual rail logic from Figures 1(a) and (b). Of course, other secure dual rail logics might be more robust than the considered dual rail logic. However, this increase in robustness is obtained at the cost of area overhead which can be important if specific routing is applied [15, 31].

As a conclusion, we may state that the STTL prototypes are at least 14 and 18 times more robust than basic single rail and basic dual rail. One key point here is that this robustness is achieved without balancing the output loads on the true and false paths, thanks to the third rail that avoids the effects of routing capacitance mismatch piling up on both timing and power consumption. However, the price to be paid is lower speed.

Table III. Percentage of sub-key correct guesses on the conducted experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic under Analysis</th>
<th>Correct guesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Rail sub-module</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Rail sub-module (Fig.1(a))</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Rail sub-module (Fig.1(b))</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STTL sub-module (Fig.1(c))</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STTL sub-module (Fig.1(d))</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Third experiment

The third experiment performed aimed at evaluating the robustness of STTL against EM analysis. During this experiment, the probe was placed above the FPGA, at the place where the signal was experimentally found stronger. The EM curves of single rail, dual rail (Figure 1(b)) and STTL (Figure 1(d)) prototypes were collected for different values of the sub-key using the EM platform described in Section 4.B. Seventeen different EM analyses were run for each considered value of the sub-key. The obtained results appear in Table IV.

From this it is possible to conclude that dual rail logic and triple track logic seem more resistant to EM analyses than single rail logic. It also appears that triple track logic is more resistant than dual rail logic.

The Authors consider that the quasi data independent timing behavior of triple track logic explains its increased resistance against EM. Indeed, simultaneously balancing the switching current and timing theoretically allows to balancing the magnetic field, which is proportional to di/dt, radiated by the whole chip. However, this block level balancing act does not guarantee that all points of the chip radiate the same magnetic field, since the cell placement and the power/ground routing are unconstrained. This explains the remaining weakness of dual rail and STTL against DEMA and CEMA. Thus, effort must be done to properly place cells (i.e. distribute the activity) and route the supply and ground rails, which are the main source of magnetic emissions [31], in order to reduce and balance the EM emissions.

Table IV. Percentage of sub-key correct guesses on the conducted experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic under Analysis</th>
<th>Correct guesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Rail sub-module</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Rail sub-module (Fig.1(b))</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STTL sub-module (Fig.1(d))</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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